In Closing

“Tough love” for the downtown eastside
Vancouver’s former top cop on Insite, homelessness, and making streets safer

Last month, the Fraser Institute hosted former Vancouver police
chief Jamie Graham as part of its Behind the Spin series in Vancouver.
Prior to the event, Fraser Forum editor Kristin Fryer spoke
with Graham about his views on the problems faced by Vancouver’s downtown eastside, and what can be done to improve the
situation.
*   *   *
Kristin Fryer: Vancouver is seven years into its “four pillars” drug
strategy, those four pillars being prevention, treatment, enforcement, and harm reduction. Do you think this strategy is working?
Jamie Graham: If you look at the strategies that are mentioned
in the four pillars, the one that needs attention is treatment.
We just finished a long tour today of the downtown eastside,
and there’s an overwhelming need for more treatment facilities, more beds. You come across people who are suffering, be
it from mental illness or addiction, and they need to get into a
treatment facility. But there are simply insufficient numbers.
There’s no easy answer to the cure for drug addiction—there
just isn’t. It’s a very complicated formula, and you have to look
at it from multiple levels. What I have found in my experience
policing is that when someone is addicted and gets to that stage
in their lives where they need help, and they seek treatment and
someone is able to connect with them, there has to be a place
they can go.
KF: Insite, Vancouver’s safe injection site, has been a controversial
project. What kind of impact has it had on the downtown eastside? Has it been successful?
JG: You have to accept the fact that it has had impact. The opening of Insite occurred around the same time as we put 60 additional police officers in the downtown eastside. That had a
huge impact.
Insite itself, the facility itself, is one more way that people
can try to get help. If they don’t use Insite, if they don’t go in
there and get a clean rig, then they use a needle and flush it in
dirty pond water and continue infections. One has to realize
what the original goals of Insite were—to deal with infectious
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disease, to reduce the transmission of HIV and hepatitis. And
all you have to do is read the research and the work that’s been
done—in that narrow area of dealing with addictions, it seems
to have been somewhat successful.
I’m having a difficult time reconciling the harm reduction
philosophy which allows the continued use of drugs when
there is not a stronger focus on the education component. If
they want to demonize something, let’s demonize the use of
drugs itself. You should never be able to talk about drugs and
drug addiction without a clear, articulate message that drugs
are bad, they’re wrong. I’m not a big fan of Nancy Reagan’s philosophy, but I remember her “Say No to Drugs” campaign. We
don’t hear a lot of that anymore.
KF: Do you think Insite should continue to operate?
JG: Very seldom are you going to hear a police officer or certainly me, in the position of a retired police chief, saying “Yes.”
Issues related to the continuation of Insite are medical decisions,
government decisions that have to be made by the people who
are knowledgeable in addictions medicine. My job is to enforce
the law. Whatever the government decides to do—whether
they want to close Insite, or give it another term to continue—
we will simply enforce the law.
The thing that bothers me is the demonization of the people who dare to criticize Insite. If you criticize Insite, there are
forces that will mobilize against you—you become the enemy. I
think that we have to encourage dialogue; we have to get people
to talk about Insite, about the benefits versus the mistakes, and
allow the government to make an informed decision.
KF: In the past, you have been a strong advocate of getting more
police officers for Vancouver. Why do you think this is so important?
JG: There is tons of research that indicates that more police officers mean more safety. If you put more police officers in a community, crime is going to go down, people are going to feel safer,
they’re going to interact with their neighbours, they’re going to
get out of their homes and enjoy what they’re supposed to enjoy.
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Retired police chief Jamie Graham (left) leads event attendees on a tour of Vancouver’s downtown eastside, stopping at the Vancouver
Native Health Society on East Hastings Street.

We [the VPD] did fairly detailed research in 2005 at the request of city council to determine the exact number of officers
we needed. The numbers were put forward to council, and after
a series of discussions and decisions, we did not get the number
of police officers that we needed. The current police chief, Jim
Chu, has done an admirable job of liaising with the city finance
people to come to that point where the city is prepared to spend
the money to hire the additional cops.
KF: According to a count done by the Greater Vancouver Regional
Steering Committee on Homelessness in March 2008, there are
about 3,000 homeless people in Metro Vancouver. This number is
up more than 20% from 2005. Why do you think the number is
growing? What can be done about homelessness?
JG: It’s not a simple formula, seeing someone who’s living on
the streets and getting them into a home. Many of these people
choose to be homeless; many of them are very hard to house because of mental health issues. But there’s no question that if you
can find a home for somebody, some place they can call their
own residence, where they can keep their own materials, and
are able to close the door and feel that they’re secure, then that’s
the beginning. You cannot expect to have people in treatment
and getting well if they’re on the streets where they face the elements and are victims of the continuing criminal element. It’s
absolutely crucial.
KF: This week, Canadians elected a new federal government,
and next month, Vancouverites will elect a new city government.
What can they do to improve the situation? What policies should
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change and what kinds of policies should be put in place?
JG: There’s a certain number of priorities the Vancouver police
have put forward to be considered at the federal level. They have
to do with amendments to the criminal code. I know they’re
looking for stronger legislation dealing with the non-returnable
warrant issue, meaning the people who are wanted and take
flight from other provinces, come to Vancouver, commit crimes
here, and are simply not returned to their home area. Jim Chu
created the “con-air” program and we’ve sent people back. That’s
a temporary fix. We need some legislation to deal with offenders
in multiple jurisdictions so that they can be dealt with quickly.
The habitual offender program is a never-ending issue. These
are people who commit multiple offenses, over and over again,
but have not felt the full force of the law. We think there should
be substantial jail terms for people who commit serious indictable offenses on a continual basis but seem to be able to skip
through the process.
KF: The title of your talk tonight is Tough Love: The Right Treatment for the Downtown Eastside. What is a “tough love” approach?
JG: It’s all about responsibility and accountability. People have
to be responsible for their actions. The downtown eastside is an
interesting microcosm of Vancouver. It’s a wonderful community combined with a number of people who are down on their
luck and a number of people who prey upon the vulnerable.
I think we’re on the right track. So far, progress is slow, but
we’re moving ahead. And I’m optimistic about the future. 
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